UC NGTS POT 1 Lightning Team 5B: Rights management framework

POT 1 LT 5.B Membership:
Kathleen Cameron, UCSF (POT 1 member), LT 5.B Convener
Eric Milenkiewicz, UCR (POT 1 member)
Roger Smith, UCSD
Eunice Schroeder, UCSB

Charge: Establish a rights management framework for the UCL Digital Collection. This should be easily accessible to those who have little or no rights experience, be it copyright or intellectual property.

Target Completion Date: June 1, 2012

High Level Tasks:
Survey or inventory existing rights policies and rights operations materials. Create new materials to fill gaps or normalize practices. Establish reliable legal capacity to assist with rights determinations, when necessary.
• Review existing materials and identify any gaps
• Decide what form(s) this information should take for our colleagues
• Compile the information and submit for approval